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1. INTRODUCTION 
A nonsingular n-ary quadratic form with coefficients in a field K of 
characteristic not 2 is transformable by a nonsingular linear transformation 
with coefficients in K into a form 
f = x12 + x22 + * * * + x*2 - xf,, - * * * - if, + O(x‘&+l,. . .) x,) (1) 
where K > 0 and n 3 2k, and 0 represents 0 only trivially. Hasse [2] 
showed that k is the largest integer for which f represents the zero matrix 
of order k with a representation of rank k. From this follows easily 
THEOREM 1. If f is taken as a nom on the space Kn of vectors (xl,. . . , x,) 
(xi in K), then every isotropic (zeronormed) vector is in a subspace of isotropic 
vectors of rnaxinzal dimension k. 
mTe will say that there is a Partitioning for f over K if the set Z of all 
isotropic vectors in Kn can be partitioned into mutually exclusive maximal 
isotropic subspaces, mutually exclusive signifying that the only vector 
common to any two of the subspaces is the zero vector. 
It is the purpose of this note to present a preliminary study of such 
partitionings in the case n = 2k. Interest in this phenomenon arose from 
new proofs, which we will give here also, of Jacobi’s formulas for the 
number of representations Y&(S) (or us) of s as a sum of four (or eight) 
integer squares. For Ye the proof depends on a partitioning for xo2 + 
* * * + xs2 over2, (the finite field of p elements, p an odd prime) -the parti- 
tioning involving p + 1 spaces. A partitioning for xo2 + * . * + xT2 seems hard 
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to find over Z,. Instead we found a modified form of partitioning which 
served for the derivation of rs(n) and may have wider uses. 
A set may be said to be partitioned in terms of a collection of sets if 
it is obtained by adjoining certain sets of the collection. It may be said 
to be plusminzss partitioned in terms of a collection of sets if it is obtainable 
by adjoining certain sets of the collection and then removing certain sets 
possibly more than once. Perhaps the set E of all isotropic vectors may, 
under fairly general conditions, be plusminus partitioned in terms of the 
collection of maximal isotropic subspaces. 
2. SOME EXAMPLES 
There is a fairly obvious example of a partitioning when k = n/2 = 
1, 2, 4, or 8, and K is formally real. We illustrate the construction with 
k = 8, using the Cayley algebra C over K and noting that (ty)? = t(yy) 
in C. If (x0,. , x7, yO,. . . , y7) is a nonzero isotropic vector, then xo2 + 
* * * + x72 = y02 + . . . + y,2 # 0, and hence there is a unique solution 
t in C of 
Xg + i,x, + . . . + a = qy, + ~,Yl + . . . + i7Y7). (2) 
Obviously, N(t) = 1. Conversely, if t is any element of C with norm 1, 
the solutions (x0,. . . , y7) of (2) constitute an eight-dimensional isotropic 
space; and the only overlapping vector is the zero vector. 
There is an interesting corollary. To each element t of norm 1 there 
corresponds under (2) an orthogonal matrix T of order k such that (2) 
holds if and only if 
(~0, ~1, . . ..x._,) = (y,,,yl,...,y~)T. (3) 
This holds when k = 1, 2, and in two ways when k = 4 or 8 (since we can 
place t on the right). Thus: if k = 1, 2, 4, or 8, and K is formally real, the 
group Ok of k-rowed orthogonal matrices in K has a subset H that is uniquely 
transitive ovey Kn in the sense that if x02 + * . . + xi-i = yo2 + . . . + 
of-, # 0 there is in H one and only one T satisfying (3). 
When k = 2, H can be taken to be the group of orthogonal matrices 
of determinant 1, or its coset consisting of those of determinant - 1; 
when k = 4, the group of right (or left) quaternion matrices of determinant 
1, or any of various cosets; when k = 8, two obvious sets of “Cayley 
matrices,” probably not a group. It would be interesting to know whether 
a uniquely transitive subset exists for other values of k. Lawrence 
Couvillon has shown that none exists when k = 3. 
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3. THE FORM Xo2 + . . . + Xs2 OVER 2, 
The preceding device still applies if p -_ S(mod 4), since then xo2 + 
x12 = 0 implies that x0 = x1 = 0. For any odd 9, if (x0,. . . , x3) is an 
isotropic vector with x02 + xi2 # 0, there is a unique complex number 
GJ + %i (%I> ZQ in 2,) for which 
x0 + ix, = (2,~~ + iu,)(x, + ix,) or x0 = z10x2 - zti~a, 
xi = U(+a + UiX2. (4) 
Taking norms shows that u,,~ + zti2 = - 1. Conversely, for any %tO, zti 
such that u,,~ + ui2 = - 1, (4) defines a two-dimensional isotropic space. 
If p E S(mod 4), these spaces give a partitioning. 
Here is a simple proof that there are exactly p - (- l!$) complex 
numbers uug + iac, of norm - 1. One starts with Lagrange’s remark that 
for given c, a2 and c - b2 have (p + 1)/2 values each, and so can be taken 
equal. The lz (say) numbers of norm 1 multiplied into one of nonzero 
norm produce h of that norm; and (p - l)h + 1 $- (p - 1) (1 + (- 1 I$)) = 
9 gives lz = $ - (- I&). Thus there are fi + 1 spaces in the partitioning 
for p E S(mod 4). 
When p E l(mod 4) we can solve y2 = - 1. Now (4) provides p - 1 
spaces, and we must study the vectors in which xo2 + xi2 = 0. In (4), 
x0 + ix, = 0 if and only if x2 + ix, = 0. Now a2 + b2 = 0 only if 
a = rb or - rb. Putting x2 = YX~ in (4) gives x0 = (U~Y - ~i)~a = YX~ 
where ztOy - ZQ # 0; hence all four xi are nonzero for a nonzero vector 
satisfying xo2 + xi2 = 0. For such a vector, (4) cannot stay true if x2 
and xa are multiplied by a factor f 1. Hence each of the p - 1 spaces 
(4) contains (up to a proportionality factor) exactly one nonzero vector 
such that x0 = yxi and x2 = YX~, and exactly one such that x0 = 
- rxi and x2 = - rxs. The vectors remaining comprise two spaces 
consisting of vectors such that 
xg = YXr, x.2 = - YX.3, or xg = - YXi, x2 = YXs. (5) 
The zero vector is still the only one that overlaps. There aye $ + 1 spaces 
in the partitioning for any odd prime $. 
As an application we will prove that 
74CPn) = (P + l)y4@) - Py4 f 
0 
for any positive integer n. It will follow by induction that re(P,m) = 
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(1 +p t*** + Pa)yg(m) (P an odd prime, vz prime to P, a 3 0), and 
Jacobi’s formula reduces to the evaluation of r,(Zh) (= 8 if lz = 0, 24 if 
h > 0). To prove (6) it will suffice to show that there are exactly r4(n) 
integer quadruples (x0, xi, x2, x3) satisfying 
(7) 
in each of the P + 1 spaces. For the re(n/P) quadruples with all xi divisible 
by P must be counted only once, not P + 1 times. 
Let z+,, ZQ be integers such that q = (uo2 + zti2 + 1)/P is an integer. 
Then (x0,. . . , x3) belongs to (4) if and only if there exist integers Yi such 
that 
*o = Pro + “oY2 - %Y3> Xl = PY, + f4oy3 + wY2, x2 = y2, x3 = y3. 
(*I 
Under (8), (7) is equivalent to 
P(Yo’ + Yi2) + 2%YoY2 - 2%YoY, + 2uoYiYa 
+ 2%Y,Yz + 4(Ye2 + Ya2) = n, (9) 
We will transform (9) into .zo2 + * * * + z32 = n, by transformations that 
do not change the number of integer solutions. The primality of P will 
not be used. 
If P > q we interchange y,, and y2, yi and y3. This permutes P and q, 
changes ui to - ui, and leaves pq - uo2 - u12 unchanged. We now, and 
at each step of this procedure, revert the notations to (9). If P < q and 
it is not true that - P/S < ui < P/Z, we replace y. by y. + ky,, y1 by 
yi - ky2. This leaves P and u. unchanged, replaces CQ by zzi - kp, q by 
q - 2u,k + pk2, and leaves pq - uo2 - zt12 unaltered. We choose k so 
that - P/2 < ai ,( P/2. Similarly we obtain - P/2 < ue <P/2. If now 
p > q, we repeat the process. Our form, derived by a real nonsingular 
transformation from a sum of four squares, cannot have P negative or 
zero, and the P’s form a decreasing sequence of positive integers. The 
process must therefore terminate with 
P < 49 
P P -$<uo.+ - T<U,<$J pq - uo‘J - u12 = 1. (10) 
Ifp >, 2,pq - uo2 - l4 i2 3 P2 - 2(P/2)2 2 2. HenceP = 1, u0 = tir = 0, 
q = 1, and the form is zo2 + - * * + z32. 
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Interchanging xi and x2 in (5) makes it a special case of (4). Hence (7) 
has Ye solutions in each of the p + 1 spaces. 
4. SUMS OF EIGHT SQUARES 
We will prove for any positive integer n that 
(p an odd prime). (11) 
It will follow that r,($%z) = (1 + p3 + * * * + $~~~)r~(rn), reducing the 
proof of Jacobi’s formula to the evaluation of us. If there is a partition- 
ing, it will in fact involve p3 + 1 mutually exclusive maximal isotropic 
subspaces of vectors satisfying xo2 + . . . + xT2 E O(mod p), and each will 
contain exactly rs(n) integer solutions of 
xo2 + * * * + xr2 = $92, (12) 
and (11) will follow. But we have not found a partitioning and will prove 
(11) in a different way. 
Notations for Sets 
2, integers; 2, integers mod 6; L (or L,), quaternions with coefficients 
in Z (or 2,); N, quaternions not 0 mod+ but of norm 0 mod p; N,, the 
residues in N mod p; U, the eight units f 1, f i, & j, + k; M,, the 
residues mod@ of the left multiples zv of a given v; t,. . . , z without 
subscripts denote elements of L. 
From the S(p + 1) quaternions of norm p we form a set D of p + 1 
of them by choosing one of the left associates ut (u in U). Each element of 
N has a unique right divisor in D 13, Theorem 11. 
If 7~ = ~a + iv, + iv2 + kv, is in N, we can suppose that uo2 + vi2 
is prime to p (by permuting i, j, k cyclically). Then u and iv are linearly 
independent mod?. By Section 3, N, has (9 + l)(p2 - 1) elements. 
Hence if t is in D, M, is a two-dimensional Z,-module (with p2 elements); 
likewise for M, (v in N). If p { v,,~ + viz, then av + biv (a, b in 2,) has 
first component 0 mod@ exactly p times. Hence: exactly p of the p2 
elements of M, have first component 0 module p. 
If p r k, there aye exactly p3 - ~5 elements of L, of norm k module p. For, 
the elements of norm k are obtained by multiplying one of them on one 
side by those of norm 1. If there are h of the last, (p - l)F, + 1 + 
(9 + l)(p2 - 1) = p4, h = p3 - 9. 
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Let p r k, x EN,. Then as z ranges ower the p3 - p residues of lzorm 
k mod&o 9, zx assumes each of its p2 - 1 primitive residues mod&o ~3 for 
exactly p values of z. For, let ze, be a left divisor of x of norm ~5. Then 
z’x E zx(mod ~5) if and only if (z’ - Z)X E O(mod p), hence if and only 
if Z’ - z has ZZ as a right divisor [3, Lemma 61. Set Z’ = z + yW. The 
norm condition amounts to (Z + y~)(f + ZP@) E zZ(mod$), or ZE+ + 
yWP E O(modp); that is, y must be chosen so that the first component 
of y(@G) is divisible by 9. By the above, there are exactly p residues 
y(&?) with this property. 
For any isotropic vector, write x = x0 + ix, + ix2 + kx,, z = 
~4 + ix, + ixs + kx,. If p f N(z), there is a unique u in L, such that 
x E u.z(modp). (13) 
Here N(U) E - l(mod p). Conversely, for each of the p3 - p residues 
zd such that N(u) E - l(modp), (13) defines an isotropic space S(G). 
Since p { N(u), x E 0 if and only if z G O(modp). For any t, t’ in D we 
also define a space S(t, t’) consisting of the pairs x, z such that x E M,, 
z E M,,. 
We must count duplicates. The elements UZ, z in S(U) with z in N, also 
occur in the space S(t, t), where t is the right divisor of z in D. We showed 
earlier that if zt and z’t are primitive modulo p, there are exactly ~5 residues 
u of norm - 1 such that uzt E z’t(mod p). Hence each such pair occurs 
in exactly ~5 spaces S(U). If t and t’ ( in D) are distinct, their primitive 
left multiples mod@ are distinct. Hence, the zero vector aside, the only 
further duplicates among the spaces S(u) and S(t, t’) are the pairs x, 0 with 
x having t as right divisor, which occur in $J + 1 spaces S(t, t’); and the 
pairs 0, z with z having t’ as right divisor, which occur in p + 1 spaces 
.S(t, t’). Thus the excess of nonzero vectors over,Z’in all the spaces amounts 
to those in p + 1 spaces S(t, t) counted p times. Thus, after we prove 
that there are exactly r*(n) solutions of (12) in each space S(U) and S(t, t’), 
we will have 
In the case of S(t, t’) there are two substitutions like the one in Section 
3, replacing a sum of four squares by forms fig’ and pg”, with g’ and g” 
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both equivalent to a sum of four squares. In the case of S(M), (13) expresses 
the substitution 
x0 = PYO + UoY4 - wJ5 - U2Y6 - fit3y7> 
x1 =Py, + z‘Oy5 +%y4 f"2y7 - u3y6, 
'2 =Py2 + uOy6 + u2y4 +zt,y, - Uly7r 
x3 =Py, + uOy7 + u3y4 + uly6 --2y5, 
x4 = y4,. . ., x7 = y7, (15) 
which replaces (12) by 
Ayo2 + . . * + Y3? + dY42 + . . . + Y7’) + 2Uo(YoY4 + y1y5 + y2y6 + y3y7) 
+ 22Ll(-yOy5 +yly4 -yZy7 +y3y6) 
t 22b2(-yOy6 +yly7 +yZy4 -y3y5) 
t 2u3- yOy7 - yly6 + yZy5 + y3y4) = n, (16) 
where 9 = (1 + uo2 + ui2 + u22 + ua2)/$. The transformation of this 
form into a sum of eight squares proceeds as before by permutations and 
translations (one of which replaces y. by y. + ky,, yi by yi - Ky4, 
y;! by ~2 + ky7, y3 by y3 - ky6), keeping pq - uo2 - u12 - u22 - u32 
unaltered. Since p is odd to begin with, the form in (16) cannot represent 
only even numbers, and so p or q remains odd. Ultimately, 
peq, -$<a& (i = 0, 1,2, 3). (17) 
If here p < q, then pq - Zui2 > p(p + 1) - 4(p/2)2 > 1 unless p = 1; 
and if $J = q, p is odd, $q - Zui2 > p2 - 4((p - 1)/2)2 > 1 unless p = 1. 
Thus p = 1, the form zo2 + . . . + 272. 
5. EVALUATION OF Y8(2h) = 161G+r - 15j/7 
This will follow by induction on /z, once we have proved (19) and (20). 
We leave the computation for F, = 0, 1, 2 to the reader. By Section 3, 
if m is odd, r,(41n) = 3r,(m). Hence, if r4’(4nz) denotes the number of 
representations of 4~ as a sum of four odd squares, 
r4’(4WL) = 2?,,(m) if m is odd. (13) 
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Let a(n), b(n), c(n), d(n) denote the numbers of solutions of w = x12 + . . . + 
xs2 in which, respectively, (i) x1 , . . . , x8 are odd; (ii) four xi are odd, four 
even; (iii) x1,. , x,areodd; (iv) x1 +*a* + x4 is odd. Using (18) three 
times we get rs(8n) = rs(2n) + a(&) + b(8n) = ~~(292) + 4d(2n) + 7Oc(812), 
hence 
~~(8%) = ~~(292) + 144d(2n). (19) 
Notice that the first four numbers have an odd sum in 16 of the 28 arrange- 
ments of two odd and six even numbers, or of six odd and two even. 
Hence d(2m) = (4/7)rs(2m) if m is odd; similarly, a(4m) = (16/35) * 
(rs(4m) - r,(m)), d(8n) = (16/35)b(8n), b(8n) = ~~(892) - rs(2n) - a(8n), 
~(8~2) = 4d(2n), d(8n) = 64d(2n), hence 
d(2*) = Sh+r (k=0,1,2 )... ). (20) 
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